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Dear customers, clients and colleagues!
As always, we have given a great deal of thought to making our catalogue simple to use
and as easy as possible to find your way around. It has been designed to be informative
too, and to provide you with the information you need in a market that is more
demanding than ever.

Peace of mind is what it’s really all about and it’s worth taking a look at some of the real
benefits Marshall-Tufflex can offer you:

• We’re the cable management market leader and have a reputation for manufacturing
and supplying quality products.

• We recognise that time on site costs you money, so our innovative product
development team insist on product designs that help you achieve your targets
within budget.

• Our product ranges meet the latest cabling standards and accommodate all building
designs and construction parameters.

• We have a total commitment to the highest manufacturing standards.

• You can have confidence in our environmental integrity and performance.

• We’re always on hand to help with full technical and customer service support.

• Our Specialised Applications team can produce bespoke solutions to help with all your
installation challenges. 

• You can rely on consistently high levels of service and delivery.

• Excellent product availability with extensive stockholdings at our warehouses and
through a large network of national and independent wholesalers.

• The confidence of working with a customer-focused, family-owned company. 

The way we look at it, working with Marshall-Tufflex is a long term partnership in which
our highest priority is to build your confidence in us. It is as important to us as it is to you
that you receive the products, the service and the delivery you want, when you want it.

And we’re pleased to offer you something that money can’t buy - well over 60 years’ of
expertise and valuable experience.

Jim Fletcher
Managing Director
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Cable management solutions
Marshall-Tufflex manufactures and supplies a comprehensive range of cable management and
prefabricated wiring solutions for commercial, industrial, healthcare, education and domestic markets.

Highest quality products
We pride ourselves in offering durable and reliable products of the highest quality. These include prefabricated wiring
systems, trunking systems in PVC-U, steel and aluminium, trunking with inherent antimicrobial properties, GRP tray and
ladder systems, power and data distribution systems from under the floor all the way to the desk, PowerPoles and Posts
and options for LSOH, Cat 6, Part M, EMC and EMI compliancy. All these products meet the highest technical
standards and we specialise in creating bespoke solutions specifically to meet your individual requirements.

Excellent customer service

Our network of sales engineers supported by our Customer Service team provide technical and practical assistance and
access to stock availability, lead times and delivery schedules. 

Our Customer Services team can be contacted on +44 (0) 1424 856600.

Technical support

The members of our Technical Team are experienced electricians and electrical engineers who can advise on a wide range of
solutions and technical issues, such as the latest wiring regulations, product standards, EMI shielding, data cabling control
and Parts L and M compliancy. 

Our Technical Team can be contacted on +44 (0) 1424 856688.

New product innovation
To meet the demands of continuing change and improvement in the building industry in relation to installation practices,
standards and building designs, we are constantly pioneering new products that are sustainable, environmentally friendly
and can reduce installation times.

Products in stock
Marshall-Tufflex products are available throughout the UK via a large network of national and independent wholesalers.
Our international distributors also maintain a range of products for their customers locally.

Middle East factory
To sustain our global enterprise, and to support the high demand from the Middle East, we have a factory in the UAE which
is designed to hold stock specifically to service the GCC (Gulf Co–operative Council) region.

Indicates that a product can be
used in conjunction with MT32

Prefabricated Wiring.

Indicates that a product is
compliant with Cat 6

cabling or above.

Indicates that a system can
be manufactured with

antimicrobial properties.
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antimicrobial trunking
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Environmental
Marshall-Tufflex actively pursues a comprehensive programme
to develop formulations based on environmentally acceptable
materials, whilst still maintaining and, where possible,
improving on long-term performance properties.

Vinyl 2020
The company is dedicated to meeting the requirements of Vinyl 2010
and its ongoing programme til 2020 of Voluntary Commitment to the
European Commission.

Recycling
Marshall-Tufflex is active in and financially supports various 
industry bodies in driving the industry in the use and control 
of PVC-based materials, with the aim of increasing awareness 
and use of recycled material. We also recycle paper, cardboard,
polythene, wood, metal, print cartridges and aluminium cans.

Quality Management Systems
Marshall-Tufflex is totally committed to quality and 
customer satisfaction and the company is recognised 
by the British Standards Institution as a firm of 
Assessed Capability to BS EN ISO 9001:2008.

Environmental Management Systems
Marshall-Tufflex is totally committed to achieving high 
environmental standards and is recognised by the British Standards
Institution as a firm of Assessed Capability to BS EN ISO 14001:2004.

003 

Certificate No. Q05393 
Registration 

BS EN ISO 9001:2008 

Carbon assessment
The Carbon Trust was set up by the Government in 2001 as an
independent company. 
Their mission is to accelerate the move to a low carbon economy
by working with organisations to reduce carbon emissions and
develop commercial low carbon technologies. 
Marshall-Tufflex was assessed by the Carbon Trust in 2007
and received an excellent report.
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